Choose a subject from the box to complete each sentence.

A big spider       A buzzing bee       My notebook
A gray dolphin     My mother          My closet
The houseplant     The eye doctor     The space alien

1. ____________________________ looked for nectar in the flower.
2. ____________________________ has lots of clothes in it.
3. ____________________________ checked my vision.
4. ____________________________ needs soil, water, and sunlight.
5. ____________________________ landed the UFO.
6. ____________________________ jumped in the sea.
7. ____________________________ was upset because I broke her favorite vase.
8. ____________________________ is filled with stories that I wrote.
9. ____________________________ spun a web in the doorway.
Choose a predicate from the box to complete each sentence.

watered her flowers. barked all night long. drove me to school.
blew in the wind. ate crickets. cut the boy's hair.
fixed the sink. slept in her crib. flew the airplane.

1. The gardener ____________________________.
2. The pilot ____________________________.
3. The little puppy ____________________________.
4. The barber ____________________________.
5. James' baby sister ____________________________.
6. The flag ____________________________.
7. The lizard ____________________________.
8. The plumber ____________________________.
9. The bus driver ____________________________.
Choose a subject from the box to complete each sentence.

A big spider  A buzzing bee  My notebook
A gray dolphin  My mother  My closet
The houseplant  The eye doctor  The space alien

1. **A buzzing bee** looked for nectar in the flower.

2. **My closet** has lots of clothes in it.

3. **The eye doctor** checked my vision.

4. **The houseplant** needs soil, water, and sunlight.

5. **The space alien** landed the UFO.

6. **A gray dolphin** jumped in the sea.

7. **My mother** was upset because I broke her favorite vase.

8. **My notebook** is filled with stories that I wrote.

9. **A big spider** spun a web in the doorway.
Choose a predicate from the box to complete each sentence.

watered her flowers.  barked all night long.  drove me to school.
blew in the wind.    ate crickets.   cut the boy's hair.
fixed the sink.    slept in her crib.   flew the airplane.

1. The gardener **watered her flowers.**

2. The pilot flew the **airplane.**

3. The little puppy **barked all night long.**

4. The barber **cut the boy's hair.**

5. James' baby sister **slept in her crib.**

6. The flag **blew in the wind.**

7. The lizard **ate crickets.**

8. The plumber **fixed the sink.**

9. The bus driver **drove me to school.**